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Abstract.
A proof-theoretical treatment of collectively accepted group beliefs is presented
through a multi-agent sequent system for an axiomatization of the logic of acceptance. The system is based on a labelled sequent calculus for propositional multiagent epistemic logic with labels that correspond to possible worlds and a notation
for internalized accessibility relations between worlds. The system is contractionand cut-free. Extensions of the basic system are considered, in particular with rules
that allow the possibility of operative members or legislators. Completeness with
respect to the underlying Kripke semantics follows from a general direct and uniform
argument for labelled sequent calculi extended with mathematical rules for frame
properties. As an example of the use of the calculus we present an analysis of the
discursive dilemma.

1. Introduction
The study of collective attitudes has been in the focus of the philosophical literature concerned with collective intentionality (Gilbert, 1989;
Searle, 1995; Tuomela, 2007). One outcome of this area of research has
been an understanding of the nature of collectively accepted group beliefs and their importance in creating the social environment. Attempts
have been made recently to formalize reasoning about such collective
attitudes. One motivation comes from theoretical social sciences, especially theories of social choice that study aggregation of individual
attitudes, especially preferences and judgements, into collective attitudes. Formal systems of logic have been used to gain a more precise
understanding of the properties of these aggregation processes (see
e.g. Pauly, 2007; Ågotnes et al., 2007). Another motivation comes from
areas of application such as distributed artificial intelligence that aims
at constructing multi-agent systems in which the agents can reason
about the attitudes of other agents (Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2009).
Various multi-agent logics have been presented to this task. Most of
them are multi-modal logics that extend traditional modal logics, in
particular epistemic logic.
The focus has been until recently on individual attitudes and what
are known as summative collective attitudes, which can be defined
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in terms of individual attitudes, in particular, shared beliefs, mutual
beliefs, distributed knowledge, and common knowledge (Fagin et al.,
1995). In recent work, also non-summative collective attitudes, such as
group beliefs, have received attention (Gaudou et al., 2006a; Fischer and
Nickles, 2006; Gaudou et al., 2008; Gaudou et al., forthcoming; Lorini
et al., 2009). Group beliefs are taken to be collectively intentional
attitudes that are based on what the group members accept as the
group’s belief (Gilbert, 1987; Tuomela, 1992). Thus, group beliefs do
not reduce to individual beliefs but are properly attributed only to
the collectivity. The fact that all the group members believe that A is
neither sufficient nor necessary for a group belief that A. It is required
for group belief that the group members take A to be true when they are
acting in the group context, that is, that the individuals accept A when
they are acting as group members. The distinction between belief and
acceptance (Cohen, 1992) allows reasoning about individual and collective attitudes in their proper context without attributing contradictory
beliefs to the agents. The concept of acceptance allows inferences about
public commitments of agents, because from their communication only
their acceptances can be inferred, not necessarily their beliefs (see e.g.
Gaudou et al., 2006b for discussion).
In this paper, we present a sequent calculus system that allows to
make proofs about collective attitudes. We take a formalization of this
kind to be crucial for the implementation of reasoning about collective
attitudes. We employ the general method for constructing modal sequent calculi presented by Negri (2005) (for an introduction to sequent
calculus and more generally to structural proof theory see Negri and
von Plato, 2001). The approach followed here is similar to the sequent
system, presented by Hakli and Negri (2007), of multi-agent epistemic
logic with knowledge operators Ka for individual agents a ∈ G and an
operator for distributed knowledge among agents in a group.
Here our focus is on group belief that we take to amount to a collective acceptance of a proposition by the group members to represent a
view of the group (Gilbert, 1987; Tuomela, 1992; Hakli, 2006). Of the
recent attempts to formalize such non-summative group beliefs (Gaudou
et al., 2006a; Fischer and Nickles, 2006; Gaudou et al., 2008; Gaudou
et al., forthcoming; Lorini et al., 2009), we have here selected the logic
of acceptance (Lorini et al., 2009), which is formally sophisticated and
quite faithful to philosophical accounts of group beliefs. In particular, it
allows the possibility that agents accept different propositions in different social contexts. To borrow an example of coextensive groups from
Margaret Gilbert (1987), the logic can be used to express that agents
1,2, and 3 qua members of the Food Committee accept that college
members have to consume too much starch (proposition P ), but they do
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not accept it qua members of the Library Committee. In the language of
acceptance logic (which will be introduced in more detail later) this can
be expressed as: ∼ A{1,2,3}:F oodCommittee ⊥ & A{1,2,3}:F oodCommittee P &
∼ A{1,2,3}:LibraryCommittee P . The proof-theoretical methods presented
for the acceptance logic could be adapted for the other logics with
minor modifications.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we recall the necessary proof-theoretical preliminaries. In Section 3, we present a sequent
calculus system for the logic of acceptance. In Section 4, we study some
extensions of the basic system. In Section 5, we give a direct proof of
completeness for the system. In Section 6, we use the calculus to analyse
a problem in judgement aggregation. We conclude and discuss related
literature in Section 7.

2. Background on labelled sequent systems
To keep the presentation self-contained, we briefly recall in this section
the background of our method (cf. Negri and von Plato, 1998; Negri and
von Plato, 2001; Negri, 2005; Negri and von Plato, 2011, chapters 11
and 12) for the development of cut-free labelled systems for multi-modal
logics.
For extensions of classical predicate logic, the starting point is the
contraction- and cut-free sequent calculus G3c (for the rules, cf. Negri
and von Plato, 2001; Troelstra and Schwichtenberg, 2000). We recall
that all the rules of G3c are invertible and all the structural rules are admissible. Weakening and contraction are in addition height-preserving(hp-) admissible, that is, whenever their premisses are derivable, so also
is their conclusion, with at most the same derivation height (the height
of a derivation is its height as a tree, that is, the length of its longest
branch). Moreover, the calculus enjoys hp-admissibility of substitution
of individual variables. Invertibility of the rules of G3c is also heightpreserving (hp-invertible). For detailed proofs, consult Negri and von
Plato (2001, chapters 3 and 4).
These remarkable structural properties of G3c are maintained in
extensions of the logical calculus with suitably formulated rules that
represent axioms for specific theories. Universal axioms are first transformed, through the rules of G3c, into a normal form that consists of
conjunctions of formulas of the form P1 & . . . &Pm ⊃ Q1 ∨ . . . ∨ Qn ,
where all Pi , Qj are atomic; then implication reduces to the succedent
if m = 0, and the latter is ⊥ if n = 0. The universal closure of any
such formula is called a regular formula. We abbreviate the multiset
P1 , . . . , Pm as P . Each conjunct is then converted into a schematic rule,
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called the regular rule scheme, of the form
Q1 , P , Γ → ∆ . . . Qn , P , Γ → ∆
Reg
P,Γ → ∆
By this method, all universal theories can be formulated as contractionand cut-free systems of sequent calculi.
Negri (2003) extends the method to cover also geometric theories,
that is, theories axiomatized by geometric implications. We recall that
a geometric formula is a formula that does not contain ⊃, ¬ , or ∀, and
a geometric implication is a sentence of the form ∀z(A ⊃ B) where A and
B are geometric formulas. Geometric implications can be reduced to a
normal form that consists of conjunctions of formulas, called geometric
axioms, of the form
∀z(P1 & . . . &Pm ⊃ ∃x1 M1 ∨ . . . ∨ ∃xn Mn )
in which each Pi is an atomic formula, each Mj is a conjunction of
atomic formulas Qj1 , . . . , Qjkp , and none of the variables in the vectors
xj are free in Pi . Without loss of generality, no xi is free in any Pj . Note
that regular formulas are degenerate cases of geometric implications,
with neither conjunctions nor existential quantifications to the right of
the implication. The geometric rule scheme for geometric axioms takes
the form
Q1 (y 1 /x1 ), P , Γ → ∆ . . . Qn (y n /xn ), P , Γ → ∆
P,Γ → ∆

GRS

where Qj and P indicate the multisets of atomic formulas Qj1 , . . . Qjkj
and P1 , . . . , Pm , respectively, and the eigenvariables y 1 , . . . , y n of the
premisses are not free in the conclusion. We use the notation A(y/x) to
indicate A after the substitution of the variables y for the variables x.
In what follows, it will be enough to consider the the case in which the
vectors of variables y i consist of a single variable.
In order to maintain admissibility of contraction in the extensions
with regular and geometric rules, the formulas P1 , . . . , Pm in the antecedent of the conclusion of the scheme have, as indicated, to be
repeated in the antecedent of each of the premisses. In addition, whenever an instantiation of free parameters in atoms produces a duplication (two identical atoms) in the conclusion of a rule instance, say
P1 , . . . , P, P, . . . , Pm , Γ → ∆, there is of course a corresponding duplication in each premiss. The closure condition imposes the requirement
that the rule with the duplication P, P contracted into a single P , both
in the premisses and in the conclusion, be added to the system of rules.
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For each axiom system, there is only a bounded number of possible
cases of contracted rules to be added, very often none at all, so the
condition is unproblematic.
The main result for such extensions is the following (Negri, 2003,
Theorems 4 and 5):
Theorem 1. The structural rules of Weakening, Contraction and Cut
are admissible in all extensions of G3c with the geometric rule-scheme
and satisfying the closure condition. Weakening and Contraction are
hp-admissible.
The method of extension of sequent calculi can be applied not only to
the proof theory of specific theories such as lattice theory, arithmetic,
and geometry (Negri and von Plato, 2011), but also to the proof theory
of non-classical logics. Negri (2005) adds rules expressing properties
of binary relations to a basic labelled sequent calculus for the normal
modal logic K in such a way that complete systems for all the modal
logics characterized by geometric frame conditions are obtained. The
basic labelled sequent calculus is obtained by prefixing with labels the
formulas in the rules of the sequent calculus for the propositional part
of G3c. As initial sequents we take any of the form x : P, Γ → ∆, x : P
for atomic P . In each rule, the active and principal formulas are prefixed
by the same label. This corresponds to the classical explanation of truth
in Kripke semantics, flat on all the propositional logical constants. For
instance, the rules for conjunction are
x : A, x : B, Γ → ∆
L&
x : A&B, Γ → ∆

Γ → ∆, x : A Γ → ∆, x : B
R&
Γ → ∆, x : A&B

and those for implication are
Γ → ∆, x : A x : B, Γ → ∆
L⊃
x : A ⊃ B, Γ → ∆

x : A, Γ → ∆, x : B
Γ → ∆, x : A ⊃ B

R⊃

The rules for the modal operator 2 are obtained similarly from its
semantical explanation in terms of possible worlds
x : 2A iff for all y, xRy implies y : A

that gives the rules

y : A, x : 2A, xRy, Γ → ∆
L2
x : 2A, xRy, Γ → ∆

xRy, Γ → ∆, y : A
R2
Γ → ∆, x : 2A

with the variable condition in R2 that y is fresh, i.e. not free in the
conclusion.
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The resulting sequent calculus, called G3K, gives a complete system
for the basic normal modal logic K. This logic is characterized by arbitrary frames; correspondingly, there are no rules for the accessibility
relation. The sequent calculi for extensions of K such as the modal logics
T, K4, KB, S4, B, S5 are obtained by adding to G3K the rules that
express their frame conditions, i.e., the properties of the accessibility
relation that characterize their frames. For instance, a sequent calculus
for the modal logic S4 is obtained by adding the rules for reflexivity
and transitivity of the accessibility relation
xRz, xRy, yRz, Γ → ∆
Trans
xRy, yRz, Γ → ∆

xRx, Γ → ∆
Refl
Γ→∆

We recall the following properties of any extension G3K* of G3K with
geometric rules for the frame conditions (Negri, 2005):
Theorem 2. 1. All sequents of the form x : A, Γ → ∆, x : A are
derivable in G3K*.
2. All sequents of the form → x : 2(A ⊃ B) ⊃ (2A ⊃ 2B) are derivable
in G3K*.
3. The substitution rule
Γ→∆
(y/x)
Γ(y/x) → ∆(y/x)
is hp-admissible in G3K*.
4. The rules of Weakening
Γ ⇒ ∆ LW
x : A, Γ ⇒ ∆

Γ ⇒ ∆ RW
Γ ⇒ ∆, x : A

Γ ⇒ ∆ LW
R
xRy, Γ ⇒ ∆

are hp-admissible in G3K*.
5. The Necessitation rule
→ x : A N ec
→ x : 2A

is admissible in G3K*.
6. For each frame condition, the corresponding modal axiom is derivable
in G3K*.
7. All the primitive rules of G3K* are hp-invertible.
8. The rules of Contraction
x : A, x : A, Γ → ∆
L-Ctr
x : A, Γ → ∆

xRy, xRy, Γ → ∆
L-CtrR
xRy, Γ → ∆

Γ → ∆, x : A, x : A
R-Ctr
Γ → ∆, x : A

are hp-admissible in G3K*.
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9. The Cut rule
Γ → ∆, x : A x : A, Γ0 → ∆0
Cut
Γ, Γ0 → ∆, ∆0
is admissible in G3K*.
In multi-modal logics, there is not only one but many accessibility relations, each defining a corresponding modal operator. In multi-agent
epistemic logics, the accessibility relations are indexed over a set of
agents, and the modality defined by each of these is an individual’s
knowledge operator. The intersection of the accessibility relations gives
then the accessibility relation for the modality of distributed knowledge.
The results by Hakli and Negri (2007) exemplify the backbone of the
method for multimodal logics: First we give the rules for the accessibility
relations, including the rules for obtaining other accessibility relations
from given ones, in the form of rules that follow the regular or the
geometric rule scheme. Then we obtain the rules for the corresponding
modalities from their explanation in terms of Kripke semantics. Once
the structural properties are established, completeness with respect
to a Hilbert-style axiomatization follows from the derivability of the
characteristic axioms in the system.

3. The system G3KA
We shall follow the axiomatization for the logic of acceptance given by
Lorini et al. (2009) but use a slightly different notation. We denote
the collective acceptance of A by Ag:i A. This formula means that if
the agents in the set g function together within an institutional context
i then in that context they accept as a group that A. On the other
hand, group acceptance of falsity, Ag:i ⊥, means that the agents in g
do not function together as members of i. A standard possible worlds
semantics is considered, with W a non-empty set of possible worlds and
Rg:i the accessibility relations that correspond to the modal operators
Ag:i for all sets g and institutional contexts i.
As our basic system we use the propositional part of the system
G3c given by Negri and von Plato (2001) and extend it with the rules
for modalities and acceptance relations as explained in the previous
section. In complete analogy to the rules for 2, we define the rules for
the acceptance modality starting from their explanation in terms of
relational semantics:
x

Ag:i A iff ∀y(xRg:i y → y

A)
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The rules we obtain are the following:
xRg:i y, Γ → ∆, y : A
Γ → ∆, x : Ag:i A

y : A, x : Ag:i A, xRg:i y, Γ → ∆
x : Ag:i A, xRg:i y, Γ → ∆

RAg:i

LAg:i

Rule RAg:i has the variable condition that y must not appear in the
conclusion.
Lorini et al. (2009) impose the following semantic constraints on the
frames, where Rh:j (x) denotes the set {z ∈ W | xRh:j z} :
S.1 If h ⊆ g and y ∈ Rh:j (x), then Rg:i (y) ⊆ Rg:i (x)
S.2 If h ⊆ g and y ∈ Rh:j (x), then Rg:i (x) ⊆ Rg:i (y)
S.3 If h ⊆ g and Rg:i (x) 6= ∅, then Rh:i (x) ⊆ Rg:i (x)
S.4 If y ∈ Rg:i (x), then y ∈

S

k∈g

Rk:i (y)

S.5 If h ⊆ g and Rg:i (x) 6= ∅, then Rh:i (x) 6= ∅
Once the set-theoretic definitions have been unfolded, these constraints
are converted into syntactic rules after the pattern of the regular rule
scheme or of the geometric rule scheme recalled in the previous section:
xRg:i z, h ⊆ g, xRh:j y, yRg:i z, Γ → ∆
h ⊆ g, xRh:j y, yRg:i z, Γ → ∆

RS .1

yRg:i z, h ⊆ g, xRh:j y, xRg:i z, Γ → ∆
h ⊆ g, xRh:j y, xRg:i z, Γ → ∆

RS .2

xRg:i z, h ⊆ g, xRg:i y, xRh:i z, Γ → ∆
h ⊆ g, xRg:i y, xRh:i z, Γ → ∆

RS .3

{yRk:i y, xRg:i y, Γ → ∆}k∈g
xRg:i y, Γ → ∆
xRh:i z, h ⊆ g, xRg:i y, Γ → ∆
h ⊆ g, xRg:i y, Γ → ∆

RS .4

RS .5

Rule RS.4 has a finite number of premisses, one for each element of
the group g 1 , and RS.5 has the condition that z must not occur in the
conclusion.
The closure condition (see Section 2) imposes that the contracted
instances of rules RS.1–RS.3 be added to the system in order to obtain
1
By using the geometric rule scheme with an eigenvariable ranging over elements
of g, the rule can be generalized to the case in which the group is not given as a
finite list.
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full height-preserving admissibility of contraction. It turns out, for the
reason explained below, that only the following rule has to be added:
yRg:i y, g ⊆ g, xRg:i y, Γ → ∆
g ⊆ g, xRg:i y, Γ → ∆

RS .2 ∗

We call the resulting system G3KA.
The contracted instances of rules RS.1 and RS.3 are instead of the
following form:
g ⊆ g, xRg:i y, xRg:i y, Γ → ∆
∗
g ⊆ g, xRg:i y, Γ → ∆
We observe that instances of the closure condition that are just like
contractions on relational atoms need not be added because they are
admissible:
Proposition 3. Let R be a frame rule, R∗ the contracted instance that
arises from the closure condition. If R∗ is an instance of contraction,
it is hp-admissible in the system extended with those rules arising from
the closure condition that are not instances of contraction.
Proof. Suppose R∗ is of the form
xRy, xRy, Γ → ∆ ∗
R
xRy, Γ → ∆
We proceed by induction on the height of the derivation of the premiss of
R∗ . If it is an initial sequent, also the conclusion is. If it is a conclusion
of a frame rule F with premiss, say, xRy, xRy, Γ0 → ∆, we have by
the inductive hypothesis xRy, Γ0 → ∆. If both occurrences of xRy are
principal in F and its contracted instance F ∗ is available, we apply
the induction hypothesis and then F ∗ . If F ∗ is not available (because
an instance of contraction), the same relational atom is repeated three
times and the conclusion is obtained by applying the inductive hypothesis twice. The case in which not both occurrences of xRy are principal
in F is treated by the inductive hypothesis followed by rule F . If it is
derived by a logical rule, the duplication of relational atoms is found
in the premiss(es) of the rule, so we can apply the inductive hypothesis
and the logical rule (which uses at most one relational atom) to obtain
xRy, Γ → ∆.
If follows in particular that the contracted instances of rules RS.1
and RS.3 are admissible in the system with the only addition of RS.2∗ ,
and there are no contractions in the system, not even on relational
atoms.
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Lorini et al. (2009) present an axiomatization of the logic of acceptance. The inference rules are the standard ones, modus ponens and
necessitation, and the specific axioms to be added to those of basic
multimodal logic (propositional tautologies and distribution axioms)
are as follows:
PAccess Ag:i A ⊃ Ah:j Ag:i A if h ⊆ g.
NAccess ∼ Ag:i A ⊃ Ah:j ∼ Ag:i A if h ⊆ g.
Inc (∼ Ag:i ⊥ ∧ Ag:i A) ⊃ Ah:i A if h ⊆ g.
Unanim Ag:i (

V

k∈g

Ak:i A ⊃ A)

Mon ∼ Ag:i ⊥ ⊃ ∼ Ah:i ⊥ if h ⊆ g.
The above axioms correspond to the semantic constraints S.1, S.2, S.3,
S.4, and S.5, respectively.
The following lemma, used for proposition 5 below, shows that in
our system the enlargement of a group maintains pre-existing disagreements, unless additional assumptions such as the presence of authoritative members are added. Note that this lemma employs the monotonicity property (rule RS.5 corresponding to axiom Mon above) that was
included in the axiomatization of Lorini et al. (2009) but dropped by
de Boer et al. (2009) and Herzig et al. (2009). Adopting this property
requires that the reading given to the modality operator Ag:i does not
require g to be a fixed group but allows it to be a subset of a larger
group within i (see de Boer et al., 2009).
Lemma 4. The sequent h ⊆ g, x : Ah:i ⊥ → x : Ag:i ⊥ is derivable in
G3KA.
Proof. We have the following derivation
xRh:i z, h ⊆ g, xRg:i y, z :⊥, x : Ah:i ⊥ → y :⊥
LAh:i
xRh:i z, h ⊆ g, xRg:i y, x : Ah:i ⊥ → y :⊥
RS .5
h ⊆ g, xRg:i y, x : Ah:i ⊥ → y :⊥
RAg:i
h ⊆ g, x : Ah:i ⊥ → x : Ag:i ⊥
where the topsequent is an instance of L ⊥.
Observe that the sequent that expresses persistence of agreement, obtained by replacing ⊥ with an arbitrary formula A, is instead not derivable. This is seen by inspection of the small set of possible applicable
rules at each step of the root-first proof search.
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Proposition 5. The axioms PAccess, NAccess, Inc, Unanim, and Mon
are derivable in G3KA.
Proof. Axiom PAccess can be derived in a root-first fashion, using the
corresponding rule RS.1, as follows:
z : A, xRg:i z, h ⊆ g, xRh:j y, yRg:i z, x : Ag:i A → z : A
LAg:i
xRg:i z, h ⊆ g, xRh:j y, yRg:i z, x : Ag:i A → z : A
RS .1
h ⊆ g, xRh:j y, yRg:i z, x : Ag:i A → z : A
RAg:i
h ⊆ g, xRh:j y, x : Ag:i A → y : Ag:i A
RAh:j
h ⊆ g, x : Ag:i A → x : Ah:j Ag:i A
R⊃
h ⊆ g → x : Ag:i A ⊃ Ah:j Ag:i A
The uppermost sequent is clearly derivable because it contains the same
formula on both sides of the sequent arrow.
The derivation of axiom NAccess by rule RS.2 is similar.
Axiom Inc can be derived using the corresponding rule RS.3, as
follows:
z : A . . . → y : ⊥, z : A
LAg:i
xRg:i z, xRh:i z, xRg:i y, x : Ag:i A, h ⊆ g → y : ⊥, z : A
RS .3
xRh:i z, xRg:i y, x : Ag:i A, h ⊆ g → y : ⊥, z : A
RAh:i
xRg:i y, x : Ag:i A, h ⊆ g → x : Ah:i A, y : ⊥
RAg:i
x : Ag:i A, h ⊆ g → x : Ah:i A, x : Ag:i ⊥
L⊃
x :∼ Ag:i ⊥, x : Ag:i A, h ⊆ g → x : Ah:i A
L&
x :∼ Ag:i ⊥ & Ag:i A, h ⊆ g → x : Ah:i A
R⊃
h ⊆ g → x : (∼ Ag:i ⊥ & Ag:i A) ⊃ Ah:i A
Here the (derivable) right premiss of L ⊃ is an instance of L ⊥ and has
been left out.
Axiom Unanim is easily derivable by rule RS.4.
Finally, by propositional steps, the derivation of Mon reduces to
that of the sequent h ⊆ g, x : Ah:i ⊥ → x : Ag:i ⊥, so we conclude by
Lemma 4.
By an adaptation of the method illustrated in the previous section,
we can prove that the system G3KA has the same good structural
properties as the basic propositional calculus G3c it is built upon. In
particular, we have:
Theorem 6. All the rules of G3KA are hp-invertible and the structural rules of weakening, contraction, and cut admissible. Weakening
and contraction are in addition hp-admissible.
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Proof. Routine.
Proposition 7. The rules of modus ponens and necessitation are admissible in G3KA.
Proof. If the sequents → x : A and → x : A ⊃ B are derivable in
G3KA, then by invertibility of the right rule for implication we derive
x : A → x : B and by admissibility of cut we derive → x : B.
If → w : A is derivable, then by substitution also → y : A is
derivable for an arbitrary label y, and by weakening also xRg:i y → y : A
is derivable. A step of RAg:i gives the conclusion → x : Rg:i A.
Corollary 8. The system G3KA is a complete sequent calculus for the
logic of acceptance in the axiomatization of Lorini et al. (2009).

4. Extensions with legislators
In this section we study extensions of the basic system. In particular,
we consider rules that allow the possibility of operative members or
legislators who can accept views for the group on behalf of other group
members. The axiom for legislators considered by Lorini et al. (2009)
is
^
Ag:i (
Ak:i A ⊃ A) Leg
k∈Leg(i)

where Leg(i) is a finite non-empty set. We show that it corresponds to
the frame property
_

∀xy(xRg:i y ⊃

yRk:i y) FLeg

k∈Leg(i)

This property gives, for Leg(i) ≡ {k1 , . . . , kn }, the n-premiss rule
yRk1 :i y, xRg:i y, Γ → ∆ . . . yRkn :i y, xRg:i y, Γ → ∆
xRg:i y, Γ → ∆

RLeg

We have:
Proposition 9. The axiom for legislators is derivable in G3KA extended with rule RLeg.
Proof. Starting root-first from the sequent to be derived, we have
{xRg:i y, yRkj :i y, y : Ak1 :i A, . . . , y : Akn :i A → y : A}j=1,...,n
xRg:i y, y : Ak1 :i A, . . . , y : Akn :i A → y : A
V
L&
xRg:i y, y : k∈Leg(i) Ak:i A → y : A
xRg:i y → y :
→ x : Ag:i (

V

V

k∈Leg(i) Ak:i A ⊃ A

k∈Leg(i) Ak:i A ⊃ A)

RLeg

R⊃

RAg:i
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where the n premisses of rule for legislators are indexed over the set
{k1 , . . . , kn } of members of Leg(i); one step of LAkj :i produces the
derivable sequents
{xRg:i y, yRkj :i y, y : A, y : Ak1 :i A, . . . , y : Akn :i A → y : A}j=1,...,n

By the above, rule RLeg is sufficient to derive the legislator axiom Leg.
This means, indirectly, that the frame condition FLeg is sufficient to
validate the legislator axiom. In order to show that it is characteristic
we prove the following:
Proposition 10. The frame condition FLeg holds in the canonical
model for the logic of acceptance extended with the legislator axiom Leg.
Proof. Recall that the canonical accessibility relation is defined by
xRk:i y ≡ for all A, x

Ak:i A implies y

A

Suppose that the V
antecedent of FLeg, xRg:i y, holds. By validity of Leg,
we have that y
k∈Leg(i) Ak:i A ⊃ A, that is,
if y

^

Ak:i A, then y

A

k∈Leg(i)

By unfolding the forcing relation on the conjunction, the above can be
rewritten as
^
if
y Ak:i A, then y A
k∈Leg(i)

Observe that the antecedent of this implication is a conjunction, so by
the classical tautology A&B ⊃ C if and only if (A ⊃ C) ∨ (B ⊃ C), it can
be rewritten as
_
(y Ak:i A → y A)
k∈Leg(i)

By arbitrariness of A and by the definition of the canonical accessibility
relation the formula in parentheses gives yRk:i y, so we have proved that
the frame condition
∀xy(xRg:i y ⊃

_

yRk:i y)

k∈Leg(i)

holds in the canonical model.
Corollary 11. The legislator axiom Leg is canonical with respect to the
frame condition FLeg.
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Similarly, the requirement that legislators of an institution i must function as members of i, expressed by Lorini et al. (2009) by the principle
∼ ALeg(i):i ⊥ Leg0
corresponds to the geometric frame condition
∀x∃y. xRLeg(i):i y FLeg0
which is turned into the rule
xRLeg(i):i y, Γ → ∆
Γ→∆

RLeg0

with the condition that y is not in the conclusion.
In fact, we have:
Proposition 12. The axiom Leg0 is derivable in G3KA extended with
rule RLeg0 .
Proof. We have the following derivation, where the topsequent is an
instance of L ⊥:
y :⊥, xRLeg(i):i y, x : ALeg(i):i ⊥ → x :⊥
LALeg(i):i
xRLeg(i):i y, x : ALeg(i):i ⊥ → x :⊥
RLeg0
x : ALeg(i):i ⊥ → x :⊥
R⊃
→ x :∼ ALeg(i):i ⊥

Conversely we have:
Proposition 13. Any frame that validates axiom Leg0 satisfies the
frame condition FLeg0 .
Proof. Observe that ∀x.x
∀x∃y. xRLeg(i):i y.

∼ ALeg(i):i ⊥ is classically equivalent to

Corollary 14. Axiom Leg0 is canonical with respect to the frame condition FLeg0 .

5. Completeness
We have already proved completeness of our system through equivalence
with the existing Hilbert-type system. In this section we shall give a
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direct proof of completeness with respect to Kripke semantics. The proof
follows the pattern of the proof of completeness for extensions of the
labelled sequent system for extensions of basic modal logic G3K∗ presented by Negri (2009). This in turn follows the Schütte-style method of
reduction trees for predicate logic, as presented for a two-sided sequent
calculus by Negri and von Plato (2001, section 4.4).
The idea pursued with the labelled sequent system is the same as in
Kripke’s (1963) original proof for tableaux, but instead of looking for
a failed search of a countermodel, one looks directly for a proof. The
presence of labels in the calculus is here fully exploited. To see whether
a formula is derivable, one checks whether it is universally valid, that
is, valid at an arbitrary world for an arbitrary valuation, x A. This
is translated to a sequent → x : A in our calculus. The rules of the
calculus applied backwards give equivalent conditions until the atomic
components of A are reached. It can happen that we find a proof, or
that we find that a proof does not exist either because we reach a stage
where no rule is applicable, or because we go on with the search forever.
In the two latter cases the attempted proof itself gives a countermodel.
Theorem 15. Let Γ → ∆ be a sequent in the language of G3KA
extended with legislators. Then either it is derivable in G3KA+Rleg
or it has a Kripke countermodel with properties Ref, Trans, S.1–S.5,
FLeg.
Proof. We define for an arbitrary sequent Γ → ∆ in the language
of G3KA with legislators a reduction tree by applying the rules of
G3KA+Rleg root-first in all possible ways. If the construction terminates we obtain a proof, else the tree becomes infinite. By König’s
lemma an infinite tree has an infinite branch that is used to define a
countermodel to the endsequent.
1. Construction of the reduction tree: The reduction tree is defined
inductively in stages as follows:
Stage 0 has Γ → ∆ at the root of the tree. Stage n > 0 has two
cases:
Case I: If every topmost sequent is an initial sequent or a conclusion of
L⊥ the construction of the tree ends.
Case II: If not every topmost sequent is an initial sequent or a conclusion
of L⊥ we continue the construction of the tree by writing above those
topsequents that are not initial, nor conclusions of L⊥ other sequents
that are obtained by applying root-first the rules of G3K∗ whenever
possible, in a given order.
There are 16 different stages, 6 for the propositional rules of the basic
modal systems, 2 for the rules for each of the acceptance operators Ak:i ,
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8 for the frame rules (Ref, Trans, S.1–S.5, FLeg). At stage n = 16 + 1
we repeat stage 1, at stage n = 16 + 2 we repeat stage 2, and so on for
every n.
We start, for n = 1, with L&: For each topmost sequent of the form
x1 : B1 &C1 , . . . , xm : Bm &Cm , Γ0 → ∆
where B1 &C1 , . . . , Bm &Cm are all the formulas in Γ with a conjunction
as the outermost logical connective, we write
x1 : B1 , x1 : C1 , . . . , xm : Bm , xm : Cm , Γ0 → ∆
on top of it. This step corresponds to applying root-first m times rule
L&.
For n = 2, we consider all the sequents of the form
Γ → x1 : B1 &C1 , . . . , xm : Bm &Cm , ∆0
where x1 : B1 &C1 , . . . , xm : Bm &Cm are all the labelled formulas in
the succedent with a conjunction as the outermost logical connective.
We write on top of them the 2m sequents
Γ → x1 : D1 , . . . , xm : Dm , ∆0
where Di is either Bi or Ci and all possible choices are taken. This is
equivalent to applying R& root-first successively with principal labelled
formulas x1 : B1 &C1 , . . . , xm : Bm &Cm .
We define in a similar way the reductions of stages 3–6 for disjunction
and implication: they amount to the application of the corresponding
left (right) rule to all the formulas of the antecedent (succedent) which
have as outermost connective the connective in question.
For n = 7, we consider all topsequents with antecedent containing
the labelled modal formulas x1 : Ag:i B1 , . . . , xm : Ah:j Bm and the relational atoms x1 Rg:i y1 , . . . , xm Rh:j ym , and write on top of these sequents
the sequents
y1 : B1 , . . . , ym : Bm , x1 : Ag:i B1 , . . . , xm : Ah:j Bm , x1 Ry1 , . . . , xm Rym , Γ0 → ∆

that is, apply m times rule LAg:i .
For n = 8, let x1 : Ag:i B1 , . . . , xm : Ah:j Bm be all the formulas with
Ag:i as the outermost connective in the succedent of topsequents of the
tree, and let ∆0 be the other formulas. Let z1 , . . . , zm be fresh variables,
not yet used in the reduction tree, and write on top of each sequent the
sequent
x1 Rg:i z1 , . . . , xm Rh:j zm , Γ → ∆, z1 : B1 , . . . , zm : Bm
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that is, apply m times rule RAg:i .
Finally, for n = 8 + j, we consider in succession the frame rules
and the rule * arising from the closure condition. Application of rule
Ref consists in adding to the antecedent all the relational atoms xRg:i x
and it can be shown that without loss of generality the application of
this rule can be restricted to the finite number of instances in which x,
g, and i are not arbitrary but belong to Γ → ∆. For Trans, consider
all the sequents with a pair of atoms of the form xRg:i y, yRg:i z in
the antecedent and write on top of them the sequents with the atoms
xRg:i z added. With a rule with eigenvariables, such as RS.5, the step
adds all the atoms of the form xRh:i z with z a fresh variable, whenever h ⊆ g, xRg:i y are in Γ. Observe that because of height-preserving
substitution of individual variables and height-preserving admissibility
of contraction, once a rule with eigenvariables has been considered, it
need not be instantiated again on the same principal formulas.
For any n, for each sequent that is neither initial, nor conclusion
of L⊥, nor treatable by any one of the above reductions (we call the
sequent a dead-end), we write the sequent itself above it.
If the reduction tree is finite, all its leaves are initial or conclusions of
L⊥, and the tree, read from the leaves to the root, yields a derivation.
2. Construction of the countermodel: If the reduction tree is infinite, it
has an infinite branch. Let Γ0 → ∆0 ≡ Γ → ∆, Γ1 → ∆1 . . . , Γi → ∆i , . . .
be one such branch. Consider the sets of labelled formulas and relational
atoms
Γ≡

[

Γi

i>0

∆≡

[

∆i

i>0

We define a Kripke model that forces all the formulas in Γ and no
formula in ∆ and is therefore a countermodel to the sequent Γ → ∆.
Consider the frame K the nodes of which are all the labels that
appear in the relational atoms in Γ, with their mutual relationships
expressed by the xRg:i y’s in Γ.
Clearly, the construction of the reduction tree is closed with respect
to the frame rules of the system and therefore imposes the frame properties of the countermodel, in particular, for the system G3KA, the
constructed frame is reflexive and transitive and satifies in addition
S.1–S.5, FLeg.
The model is defined as follows: For all atomic formulas x : P in
Γ, we stipulate that x P in the frame, and for all atomic formulas
y : Q in ∆ we stipulate that y 1 Q. Since no sequent in the infinite
branch is initial, this choice can be coherently made, for if there were
the same labelled atom in Γ and in ∆, then, since the sequents in the
reduction tree are defined in a cumulative way, for some i there would
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be a labelled atom x : P both in the antecedent and in the succedent
of Γi → ∆i .
We then show inductively on the weight of formulas that A is forced
in the model at node x if x : A is in Γ and A is not forced at node x
if x : A is in ∆. Therefore we have a countermodel to the endsequent
Γ → ∆.
If A is ⊥, it cannot be in Γ because no sequent in the branch contains
x : ⊥ in the antecedent, so it is not forced at any node of the model.
If A is atomic, the claim holds by the definition of the model.
If x : A ≡ x : B&C is in Γ, there exists i such that x : A appears
first in Γi , and therefore, for some l ≥ 0, x : B and x : C are in Γi+l . By
the induction hypothesis, x B and x C, and therefore x B&C.
If x : A ≡ x : B&C is in ∆, consider the step i in which the
reduction for A applies. This gives a branching, and one of the two
branches belongs to the infinite branch, so either x : B or x : C is in
∆, and therefore by the inductive hypothesis, x 1 B or x 1 C, and
therefore x 1 B&C.
The cases of disjunction are dual to those of conjunction.
If x : A ≡ x : B ⊃ C is in Γ, then either x : B is in ∆ or x : C is in
Γ. By the inductive hypothesis, in the former case x 1 B, and in the
latter x C, so in both cases x B ⊃ C.
If x : A ≡ x : B ⊃ C is in ∆, then for some i, x : B ∈ Γi and
x : C ∈ ∆i , so by the inductive hypothesis x
B and x 1 C, so
x 1 B ⊃ C.
If x : A ≡ x : 2B is in Γ, we consider all the relational atoms xRg:i y
that occur in Γ. If there is no such atom, then the condition that for
all y accessible from x in the frame, y B is vacuously satisfied, and
therefore x Ag:i B in the model. Else, for any occurrence of xRg:i y in
Γ we find, by the construction of the reduction tree, an occurrence of
y : B in Γ. By the inductive hypothesis, y B, and therefore x Ag:i B
in the model.
If x : A ≡ x : Ag:i B is in ∆, consider the step at which the reduction
for x : A applies. We then find y : B in ∆ for some y with xRg:i y in Γ.
By the induction hypothesis, y 1 B, and therefore x 1 A.

Observe that the use of the (non-constructive) König’s lemma is
motivated by the aim of maximal generality of the proof. In the construction given above, the case in which at some stage we reach a
dead-end and the case in which the proof search proceeds forever both
give an infinite branch because in the former case one repeats the same
sequent. With termination of proof search, either direct or obtained
via the pruning of looping branches (typical of S4-based systems such
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as G3KA), the construction is modified without the repetition in the
latter case and the countermodel is built not on the infinite branch, but
on the branch that leads to the dead-end.
Corollary 16. If a sequent Γ → ∆ is valid in every Kripke model with
the frame properties Ref, Trans, S.1–S.5, FLeg, then it is derivable in
the system G3KA+Rleg.

6. Majority axiom and the discursive dilemma
Lorini et al. (2009) consider the following majority principle as a logical
axiom for two sets of agents B and C such that B ⊆ C and |C\B| < |B|:
AC:x (

^

Ai:x φ ⊃ φ) Majority

i∈B

The majority axiom can be dealt with in a similar way to the axiom
for legislators, and corresponding rules are obtained by adding for any
majority set a rule in which the set of legislators in rule RLeg is replaced
by the majority set. However, extension of the logic with a majority
principle may lead to inconsistent group views in situations exemplified
by the discursive dilemma in which the views of the group members
are distributed so that there is a majority for both the conclusion and
the premisses that entail the negation of the conclusion (see List and
Pettit, 2002).
For instance, consider a typical example, in which the conclusion
lia (that a defendent is liable for a breach of contract) to be decided
on has the logical form of a conjunction: (act & obl) (the defendent
committed an act and was under an obligation not to). In the premissbased approach the agents vote on each of the premisses act and obl
separately and then the results of the two votings are conjoined: The
conclusion lia will be supported if and only if there is a majority for
both conjuncts. In the conclusion-based approach the agents will vote
directly on lia. As shown in Table I, given certain individual voting
profiles these procedures may lead to different results.

The discursive dilemma has been formalized using the logic of acceptance, and it was shown that it leads to an inconsistent view on the
group level when a majority principle is used (de Boer et al., 2009).
This can be shown using the sequent calculus system as well.
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Table I. The discursive dilemma
act

obl

lia ⊃⊂ (act & obl)

lia

Judge 1
Judge 2
Judge 3

Yes
No
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes

Majority

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes/No

Suppose first that the judges 1,2, and 3 act together as judges of the
court and that they accept the equivalence lia ⊃⊂ act & obl:
∼ A123:c ⊥
A123:c (lia ⊃⊂ act & obl)
Then the judges announce their opinions concerning act and obl:
A123:c A1:c (act & obl)
A123:c A2:c (act & ∼ obl)
A123:c A3:c (∼ act & obl)
Then the group accepts the majority principles concerning the premisses
and the conclusion:
M aj = {A123:c
{A123:c
{A123:c
{A123:c
{A123:c
{A123:c

& i,j∈{1,2,3},i6=j ((Ai:c act & Aj:c act) ⊃ act),
& i,j∈{1,2,3},i6=j ((Ai:c ∼ act & Aj:c ∼ act) ⊃∼ act)
& i,j∈{1,2,3},i6=j ((Ai:c obl & Aj:c obl) ⊃ obl),
& i,j∈{1,2,3},i6=j ((Ai:c ∼ obl & Aj:c ∼ obl) ⊃∼ obl)
& i,j∈{1,2,3},i6=j ((Ai:c lia & Aj:c lia) ⊃ lia),
& i,j∈{1,2,3},i6=j ((Ai:c ∼ lia & Aj:c ∼ lia) ⊃∼ lia)}

Let Γc denote the multiset consisting of the above assumptions. Now
we can derive a contradiction from Γc as shown in the Appendix.
Attempts to overcome the problems with the majority principle in
the context of the logic of acceptance were made by Herzig et al.
(2009). This article presents ways to model a premiss-based procedure
in which the group votes on the premisses and then use the connection
rule (act & obl ⊃⊂ lia) to infer the conclusion at the group level: First
the logic is extended with an announcement operator and then it is
shown that the group can remain consistent if the individual acceptances concerning the premisses (act and obl) and the connection rule
are announced to the group, even when the group accepts the majority
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rules for both the premisses and the conclusion. However, this result
is somewhat counterintuitive and seems to be a result of a technical
choice to keep in the frame even those worlds that the group does not
consider possible after announcements.
Herzig et al. (2009) also propose another solution based on the
distinction between belief and acceptance (see e.g. Cohen, 1992). In
general, it is possible for individuals to believe and accept different
propositions and there is no necessary entailment to either direction.
This is used in the analysis of the discursive dilemma by applying the
majority principle to the judges’ beliefs so that the group accepts a
proposition if and only if a majority of the judges believe the proposition. The connection rule is only accepted by the group, but it must not
be believed by the judges because otherwise the judges could infer the
truth value of the conclusion (lia) in the scope of their beliefs, and the
majority principle could be applied to the conclusion as well. However,
this solution seems artificial since it is implausible to think that the
judges would not believe the connection rule.
In our opinion, a better solution would be to use the majority principle not as a logical principle that automatically connects group acceptance and individual attitudes, but as a principle that is to be applied
precisely to those propositions that the group decides to vote on. If a
group decides to vote on the premisses, it accepts the majority principle
concerning the premisses. If it instead decides to vote on the conclusion, it accepts the majority principle concerning the conclusion. This
solution makes it possible to model situations of collective decisionmaking using the logic of acceptance without the need to introduce
announcements nor to employ the distinction between belief and acceptance. Of course, this is not a solution to the dilemma itself, since
the problem is that the selection of the voting procedure can determine
the result. This is a general problem concerning voting mechanisms and
cannot be solved using logical analysis. Where logic can help is in the
analysis of different voting procedures because it can be used to study
their consequences, for instance, whether accepting certain principles
can lead to inconsistencies as in the example above.
In addition to the majority rule leading to inconsistency at the group
level, also legislator rules that allow determining a group view on the
basis of a proper subset of the group members seem to face related
problems: They may lead to an inconsistency at the level of individuals.
This can be seen by constructing a case in which the legislators accept
a proposition, say A, and some non-legislators accept its negation. By
the axiom for legislators, the group accepts A, and by axiom Inc we
can then derive that all group members, even those who were against,
accept the view A accepted by the legislators.
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The problem does not appear with the Unanim rule that demands
consensus among all group members. Even so, these problems seem to
show that Unanim is not acceptable as an axiom, either. The purpose
of axiom Unanim is to model the formation of a group view on the
basis of consensus. Similarly, axioms Leg and Maj attempt to model
the formation of a group view on the basis of majority voting or consensus among legislators, respectively. So the idea is to model collective
decision-making, and the intuitive semantics of an acceptance operator
Ac:i A would be something like “individual c votes for A as the group’s
view in context i”.
However, the attempt to model formation of a group view clashes
with the attempt to model what follows from the adoption of a view by
a group. It is a generally accepted principle concerning group views that
when a group accepts a view, then every group member accepts that
view when operating as a member of the group. This idea is encoded
in axiom Inc, but it does not fit with the intuitive semantics suggested
above, because now we are speaking of individual acceptance after the
formation of the group view whereas previously we were thinking about
acceptance in the voting situation, that is, before the formation of
the group view. These two senses of acceptance cannot be modelled
simultaneously without either using different modalities for pre- and
post-voting views, e.g., by using different context variables, or using
some kind of a dynamic or temporal logic that allows changes in views.
The reason that Unanim does not lead to inconsistent acceptances is
that it requires that everyone agrees and thus nobody will have to
change one’s mind.
One will thus have to choose which aspect of collective acceptance
one wants to model with the logic of acceptance: Focus either on what
follows from existing group views or study the formation of group views.
In the former case, one can have axioms PAccess, NAccess, Inc, and Mon
but not axioms that derive group views from individual acceptances. In
the latter case, one can have any axiom that allows deriving group
views from individual, Unanim, Leg or Maj, but one should not then
include axiom Inc that allows deriving individual views from the collective view. The former approach suits, for instance, for multi-agent
systems in which agents reason about the commitments made in different institutional contexts. The latter could be used for reasoning
about what propositions groups will accept on the basis of individual
acceptances, and perhaps also to some extent to meta-level reasoning
about the properties of different aggregation procedures in the spirit of
judgement aggregation logics (Ågotnes et al., 2007; Pauly, 2007).
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7. Conclusion and future work
We have presented here a system of sequent calculus for the logic
of acceptance and proved its completeness with respect to an existing axiomatization of the logic. Because of the explicit use of labels,
completeness with respect to the characterizing class of frames can be
established also in a direct way: For every sentence of the logic either
a proof is found or a countermodel is obtained directly from the failed
proof search. The completeness proof is constructive as long as a bound
to proof search can be established, something that has to be checked
case by case and clearly cannot be established for all possible extensions.
We can also show how the search space can be limited by methods of proof analysis in order to obtain decision procedures. Owing to
the invertibility of the rules, cut-freeness, and bounded search space,
our calculus permits to make conclusions not only about derivability
but also about underivability of certain propositions and to study the
sources of inconsistencies, which is not possible in the axiomatic approach. The methods presented can be adapted to the treatment of
other non-summative collective attitudes that are based on collective
acceptance beside group beliefs, for instance, group goals and collective
preferences. This will be left for future work.
Other works that use modal logic as the basic formal language for
reasoning about judgement aggregation are (Pauly, 2007) and (Ågotnes
et al., 2007). The former studies questions of social choice from the
perspective of judgment aggregation by providing an axiomatization of
various voting procedures, dictatorship, majority voting, and consensus
voting. The axiomatization is given in a language that is syntactically
minimal, in the sense that it allows only expression for propositions
for which there is collective consensus or rejection. The latter paper
achieves significant expressive power that permits, among other things,
the treatment of social welfare functions, Condorcet’s paradox, and
Arrow’s theorem, by the use of a logical language with quantification
at several levels, that is, over alternatives, preference profiles, and over
agents. Both works propose an axiomatic treatment, and thus differ
from our approach that is instead explicitly proof-theoretical.
A closely related approach (that we found after a preliminary version
of this paper was submitted) is a tableau system for the logic of acceptance presented by de Boer et al. (2009). Compared to our system, a
tableau proof can be regarded as a single-sided sequent calculus proof,
with formulas only in the antecedent, and with trees proceeding from
root to leaves, and aiming at a check for satisfiability, whereas a sequent
proof in a labelled system is a check for validity. By the duality in a
classical framework between the unsatisfiability of a formula and the
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validity of its negation, the two approaches are dual of each other.
The tableau system of de Boer et al. (2009) operates on labelled
formulas and accessibility relations and has labels ranging over natural
numbers whereas our system does not assume any underlying implicit
structure on the set of labels, but imposes it with suitable properties
of an explicit accessibility relation. Similarly to ours, the system of
de Boer et al. (2009) has both rules for the logical connectives and for
the acceptance attitudes, and rules for the accessibility relations. The
former are directly justified by the Kripkean semantics of the logic of
acceptance, the latter by the frame properties that correspond to the
proper axioms of acceptance logic. The successive steps in the tableau
construction starting with n : φ amount to the root-first proof of the
sequent n : φ ` , or equivalently of → n : ¬φ. If no closed tableau
for φ exists then the proof search of the corresponding sequent fails,
so ¬φ has a countermodel, and φ is satisfiable. To summarize, a closed
tableau corresponds to a proof in our system (where all branches lead to
initial sequents), whereas an open tableau gives a countermodel. Finally,
de Boer et al. (2009) present a direct completeness proof (in the same
spirit of ours and of the general methodology presented by Negri, 2009).
Soundness is established by observing that all the rules of the tableau
system considered preserve satisfiability, and completeness by showing
that if no tableau closes, then a countermodel is found. The construction
of the countermodel is performed on the basis of a saturated tableau,
the analog of the reduction tree presented in the proof of Theorem 14.
Our method covers in addition the treatment of the logic of acceptance augmented with operative members. We have shown in Section 4
that our rule system provides a heuristics for finding the frame conditions corresponding to a certain modal axiom. In the specific case of the
axioms for legislators such frame properties turn out to be geometric
implications, and the corresponding rules to be added to the system
are rules that follow the geometric rule scheme, characterized by the
presence of eigenvariables.
The expressive power of our method covers all the frame conditions
of the form of geometric implications and it is still an open question
whether it can be extended to include all the Sahlqvist fragment (even
if there are extensions to conditions that are not first-order and thus
beyond the Sahlqvist fragment). We observe that, by a simple argument,
the method covers all the displayable modal logic. By Kracht’s results
(cf. Wansing, 1998, Thm. 4.20) displayable extensions of basic modal
logic are characterized by primitive frame conditions, that is, frame
conditions of the form (∀)(∃)A where the quantifiers are restricted by
the frame accessibility relation R and its inverse R−1 and A is built from
atomic formulas of the form x = y, xRy, xR−1 y through conjunctions
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and disjunctions, and at least one of x and y is not in the scope of an
existential quantifier. Through standard conversions of first order logic,
formulas of the form
∀x1 (At1 (x1 ) ⊃ (∀x2 At2 (x1 , x2 ) ⊃ . . . ∃y1 (Bt1 (y1 )&(∃y2 Bt2 (y2 )& . . .))))
get converted to the form
∀x1 ∀x2 . . . ∀xn (At1 (x1 )&At2 (x1 , x2 ) ⊃ ∃y1 ∃y2 Bt1 (y1 )&Bt2 (y1 , y2 ) . . .)
and therefore primitive frame conditions convert to the canonical form
of geometric implications. Observe that not every geometric implication
satisfies the additional conditions on variables dictated by primitive
frame conditions, but those that are needed in our context do. This
is seen by inspecting the way in which the geometric implications are
determined on the basis of the modal axioms to be derived. Of the
two variables in relational/equality atoms, one is the variable that corresponds to a (universal) label in the formula to be proved, whereas
the existential label is the one that licenses additional steps. This is
probably better seen by looking at the rule that corresponds to geometric implications, where the existential quantifier gets replaced by
a variable condition: If both labels in an atom were bound by the
existential quantifier they would be both fresh in the geometric rule
scheme and thus never active in a derivation.

Appendix
Let G denote the set of agents {1, 2, 3}. The institution c is omitted
since it remains the same throughout the proof. Also set-theoretical
expressions G ⊆ G, {1} ⊆ G, {2} ⊆ G, and {3} ⊆ G are omitted.
Ax

. . . , z : act, z : obl, . . . → z : act, . . .
L&
. . . , z : act & obl, . . . → z : act, . . .
LA1
yR1 z, . . . , y : A1 (act & obl), . . . → z : act, . . .
similarly
RA1
RA2
. . . → y : A1 act, . . .
. . . → y : A2 act, . . .
R&
. . . → y : A1 act & A2 act, . . .
(i)
L⊃
y : lia ⊃ (act & obl), y : (act & obl) ⊃ lia, . . . , y : (A1 act & A2 act) ⊃ act, . . . → . . .
L&
xRG y, y : lia ⊃⊂ (act & obl), y : A1 (act & obl), . . . → y : ⊥, x : ⊥
∗
LAG
xRG y, x : AG (lia ⊃⊂ (act & obl)), x : AG A1 (act & obl), . . . → y : ⊥, x : ⊥
RAG
. . . → x : AG ⊥, x : ⊥
x:⊥→x:⊥
x :∼ AG ⊥ . . . → x : ⊥
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Proof continues in a root-first fashion from (i):
Ax

z : act, z : obl, . . . → z : obl
L&
z : act & obl, . . . → z : obl
LA1
yR1 z, . . . , y : A1 (act & obl), . . . → z : obl, . . .
similarly
RA1
RA3
. . . → y : A1 obl, . . .
. . . → y : A3 obl, . . .
R&
. . . → y : A1 obl & A3 obl, . . .
(ii)
y : act, . . . , y : ((A1 obl & A3 obl) ⊃ obl), . . . → y : ⊥, x : ⊥

L⊃

Proof continues from (ii):
Ax

L⊥

z : act, z : obl, . . . → z : obl, . . .
z : ⊥, . . . → . . .
L⊃
z : lia . . . → z : lia, z : ⊥, . . .
z : act, z : obl, z : act, z :∼ obl, . . . → z :∼ lia, . . .
R⊃
L&
. . . → z : lia, z :∼ lia, . . .
z : act & obl, z : act, z :∼ obl, . . . → z :∼ lia, . . .
L⊃
z : act, z :∼ obl, z : lia ⊃ (act & obl), z : (act & obl) ⊃ lia, . . . → z ∼ lia, . . .
∗
L&
z : act & ∼ obl, z : (lia ⊃⊂ (act & obl)), . . . → z :∼ lia, . . .
LA2
z : (lia ⊃⊂ (act & obl)), . . . , yR2 z, . . . , y : A2 (act & ∼ obl) → z :∼ lia, . . .
LAG
xRG z, . . . , x : AG (lia ⊃⊂ (act & obl)), . . . → z :∼ lia, . . .
RS .1
yRG z, . . . , xRG y, . . . → z :∼ lia, . . .
RS .3
yRG y, yR2 z, . . . → z :∼ lia, . . .
RS .2 ∗
yR2 z, . . . , xRG y, xRG y, . . . → z :∼ lia, . . .
similarly
RA2
RA3
. . . → y : A2 ∼ lia, . . .
. . . → y : A3 ∼ lia, . . .
R&
. . . → y : A2 ∼ lia & A3 ∼ lia, . . .
(iii)
y : obl, y : act, . . . , y : ((A2 ∼ lia & A3 ∼ lia) ⊃∼ lia), . . . → y : ⊥, x : ⊥
Ax

Proof continues from (iii):
Ax

Ax

y : obl, y : act, . . . → y : act, . . .
y : obl, . . . → y : obl, . . .
R&
y : obl, y : act, . . . → y : act & obl, . . .
y : lia, . . . → y : lia, . . .
y : obl, y : act, . . . , y : (act & obl) ⊃ lia, . . . → y : lia, . . .
y :∼ lia, y : obl, y : act, . . . → y : ⊥, x : ⊥
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